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Funding For:

New Services or Benefit

Public Benefit:

Purpose: To Provide audiologists/ speech pathologists the privilege of practicing in other compact
states that have shared reciprocity agreements within the interstate compact.

Services: Interstate compact licensing for audiologists to practice in Utah as well as other Compact
member states.

Expected Outcome: DOPL anticipates approximately 100 Compact licensees will apply to practice as
compact members in Utah.

Implementations and Resources: DOPL will collect requisite fees from applicants, communicate with
the compact commission, reprogram portions of the online licensing process for applicants, ensure
compliance by the new licensees, and participate in compact functions as outlined with the requisite
expenses.

How: This process will involve agency management, DTS staff, office staff and involving commission
members in the evolution of Utah's participation in the compact.

Performance Measures

Goal

Title: Process Compact Licenses within average 7 days.

Description: While these are complicated licenses, and dependent on many factors DOPL has a
success goal to process licenses within seven days.

Collection Method: Measure the number of days to process an application.
2020 2021 2022

Days 0.00 10.00 7.00
Baseline 0.00 0.00 0.00



Goal

Title: Without an advertising budget, it is difficult to make out-of-state audiologists aware of the
interstate compact, but DOPL would have a goal to accommodate registration applications in a
timely manner by responding to most of them within a week.

Description: Measure how long it takes DOPL to approve or deny an application and respond to
the applicant.

Collection Method: Number of licensees and percentage of the total applications processed within
a week.

2020 2021 2022
Days 0.00 7.00 7.00
Baseline 0.00 0.00 0.00
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